16 HOURS OF TRAINING OVER 2 DAYS

This course is designed to teach the student various methods of ballistic shield use during tactical clearing. This includes firearms drills with the shield, the use of one- and two-officer shield teams, and the use and construction of a tactical mirror.

DAY 1
- Safety briefing
- Ballistic shield concepts
- Shield and weapon hold techniques/downed officer rescues
- Firearms drills with shield (Practical)

DAY 2
- Movement drills with shield
- Practical drills with shield/force-on-force movement drills

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Safely implementing various tactics with the shield
- Safely conducting basic tactical shield movements
- Safely firing a handgun from behind a ballistic shield
- Safely conducting team movements with a shield
- Safely clearing problem areas within structures
- Considerations for selecting shield personnel
- Designing effective shield training